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What3words Treasure Hunt 

Created by Melinda Stylo, Youth Minister, St. Mary’s Church, Maidenhead 

 

1. Choose the locations that you would like to hide each set of 3 clues (I use 

Google maps satellite) 

2. Locate them on the What3words app and note the three words required for 

each 3mx3m location. 

3. Create riddles1 for each location, with the number of letters in brackets, eg: 

A. Bring out every ____ of living creature that is with you – Genesis 

8:17 NIV (4) 

B. The blade of a knife is very _________. (5) 

C. What a little child would call their stomach. (5) 

4. Each set of riddles also has a bonus word / letter. The bonus words / letters 

can be rearranged at the end to make a verse / room name (where ice 

cream is waiting?) etc. Using a less well known-known verse or word makes 

it more of a challenge. 

5. At each location, hide the riddles for the next location in a waterproof box 

/ envelope.  

6. Each team is given a sheet with the instructions, a table and the first three 

riddles. You will need to change the instructions highlighted in yellow for 

your situation. Each team is given a starting set of riddles that takes them 

to a different location, but from there they all follow the same route. Their 

final riddle will inevitably be the same as the starting one on their sheet so 

they will know they have finished all the riddles.  

7. Emphasise that this is not a race, otherwise some teams end up overtaking 

others. The challenge is to finish each set of riddles and work out the final 

verse / word.  

8. Set the teams off at five minute intervals. 

 

 
1 Avoid using English sayings as riddles (e.g. ‘The sky is the limit. (5)’) if you have 

young people for whom English is not their first language. 


